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Everest Delivers Custom Legal Documents to Clients
Will Prep compliments core funeral concierge services
HOUSTON, TEXAS November 17, 2015 -- Everest, The First Nationwide Funeral Planning
and Concierge Service (everestfuneral.com), today announced it has partnered with Epoq Legal to
provide Will Prep, its newest online planning tool. The new offering compliments Everest’s 24/7
concierge service and other online planning tools, providing individual clients in the United Sates
and Canada with unlimited access to a suite of sophisticated and secure online legal documents,
including Will Prep.
“Integrating Will Prep into our concierge service and online planning tools is a valuable addition
for our clients,” said Mark Duffey, CEO at Everest. “Epoq is clearly the market leader in
providing highly customized, user-friendly legal documents. Leveraging technology is at the core
of our respective product offerings and serves our mission of helping Everest clients.”
Will Prep’s robust yet easy-to-use online document system provides a comprehensive set of
personalized legal documents that allow individuals to protect themselves, their property and
loved ones. The browser-based system allows users to instantly generate legal documents through
an intelligent Q&A system.
Grahame Cohen, CEO Epoq Legal North America comments: “Epoq’s online legal services
platform is designed for brands to enhance their own products and value, bringing their customers
a high quality legal document preparation service. Providing accessible legal services to the
customers of major brands for nearly 20 years now, we understand the importance of making
access to the law both easy and affordable and are delighted to be partnering with Everest and to
make sure its customers plan ahead and protect their loved ones.”
Will Prep includes essential legal documents such as a will, power of attorney and health care
directive, in addition to other helpful legal documents.
###
ABOUT EVEREST
Everest is the first nationwide funeral planning and concierge service. An independent consumer advocate, Everest is
available to more than 25 million individuals across the United States and Canada. Everest is not a funeral home, nor
does it sell funeral goods or services and does not receive commission from funeral homes or other providers in the
funeral industry. Everest’s 24/7 advisors offer clients peace of mind and confidence when making difficult emotional
and financial decisions, and help expedite payout of the proceeds of immediate expense insurance. Visit
www.everestfuneral.com for more information.
ABOUT EPOQ LEGAL
Founded in 1994 in the U.K., Epoq is the pioneer in the development of online legal document services, which are now
the most widely used solutions of their kind. A technology-based legal services company, Epoq’s mission is to make
the law easy for consumers and small businesses. We work with leading financial institutions and affinity
organizations to enhance their proposition and profit, while deepening their customer relationships.
MEDIA CONTACT: MELISSA STEVENS - MELISSA@STEVENSPRGROUP.COM - 713.419.0000

